
Hybrid Cloud
Infrastructure

YOUR ONRAMP TO

66%
of enterprises haven’t achieved the 

expected benefits of cloud migration 

*according to Accenture

Looking to avoid the multi-data center 
issues of   multi cloud?

Don’t know 
how to get to 
true Hybrid Cloud? 
You’re not alone.

In its reporting on 
the cloud migration 
opportunity, McKinsey 
found, 

Why? 
Lots of reasons 
but here are a few of the 
top reasons

security & compliance risk

65%

business complexity

53%

legacy infrastructure 
or app sprawl

43%

lack of cloud skills

42%

Have you tried multi-cloud? Managing multiple data centers? 

But want true 
Hybrid Cloud results?

Exponentially more complex BOM
to manage at scale—multiples with options

Lack of interoperability between clouds
SMEs required for cloud tools

Lack of workload mobility

Multicloud=Multi data center= 
managing multiple datacenters

Where is my data
and is it sufficiently protected

Runaway infrastructure costs

What if you could get to true Hybrid Cloud IT Operations with 
the infrastructure and tools you already have? Now you can. 

Introducing Hitachi 
Cloud Connect
With the best of Hitachi enterprise-class storage and data management 
solutions, you can extend your datacenter infrastructure and operations 
to the Equinix location of your choice.

When You Succeed, We Succeed
At Hitachi Vantara, we are with you every step of the 
way. Together with our global partner ecosystem we 
are ready to help you confidently navigate a new era 
of cloud-defined storage services. Enjoy increased 
control, improved reporting, powerful analytics 
and reduced operational costs. Delivering all the 
performance and agility you need to keep growing, 
keep winning in the cloud era.

Find out how Hitachi Cloud Connect can 
become your successful on-ramp to 
Hybrid Cloud.

Extension of your 
datacenter 

to additional locations—
while staying within your 

firewalls.

Utilize your existing 
industry leading AI Ops 

to monitor, manage, 
operate and protect your 
extended infrastructure 

from your centralized 
datacenter.

Obtain instant 
connection 

to the public cloud of your 
choice—for additional 

resources when and where 
you need them.

Turn your operational data 
into actionable insights 

without impacting your 
IT resources with our 

advanced analytics and 
automation software both 

on-premise and in 
near cloud.
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What does this  mean to you?

We Are Hitachi Vantara

We guide our customers from what’s now to what’s next by solving their digital challenges. Working alongside each 
customer, we apply our unmatched industrial and digitial capabilities to their data and applications to benefit both 
business and society.

Corporate Headquarters
2535 Augustine Drive
Santa Clara, CA 95054 USA
hitachivantara.com | community.hitachivantara.com

HITACHI is a registered trademark of Hitachi, Ltd.

Contact Information
USA: 1-800-446-0744
Global: 1-858-547-4526
hitachivantara.com/contact
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“Cost overruns at a global level add up to 
well more than $100 billion in wasted 
spend over the course of migration in 
three years. 

Left unchecked, those costs of moving 
workloads to the cloud could wipe out 

more than $500 billion in shareholder 
value over the same period.” 


